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There are handouts of all the text slides which you are 
welcome to have or you can email me with any later 
questions. I also have a signup sheet if you are 
interested in receiving an invitation to attend an 
operating session at my layout in Kent, WA. We operate 
about once every six weeks.



I prefer way bills and car cards because they are easy 
to set up and understand while challenging crews to 
solve switching puzzles and keeping the mainline free 
for thru trains. The must run list tells the yard operator 
which order the staged trains will run for least disruption 
(hopefully!)
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The is a map of the third district of the L A Division of 
the Santa Fe as it looked in the 1950s. I chose to model 
three towns along that  district because they included 
significant citrus operation as well as the Elsinore 
branch which leaves Corona and heads south to Lake 
Elsinore.
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UL—Shows view of SB Engine Facility

Right—shows view of the four track LAUPT Passenger 
Terminal (back side) added in 2011..

LL—Scratch built precooler
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UL—Shows view of Riverside Freight House

UR--Bridge came from an idea supplied by Don 
Hubbard and an article in Model Railroader.

LL—Scratch built feed store west of the depot at 
Riverside across from McDermott PH.

LR—National Orange packing house was built from a 
Yesteryear kit full size.
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This view shows both Corona on the left and the 
Elsinore branch on the right.
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The UL view in looking west toward Placentia

Placentia Mutual PH is shown in the UR and LL views. 
This was a packing house and business office 

LR is a FSM gas station and diner across from the 
Placentia depot
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These trains were operated over the 3rd District during 
July 1947 and information on their motive power, 
consist and departure times were obtained from 
Dispatcher sheets stored in the Western Achieves 
stored at the SB station.
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